SAFETY ALERT 04/2014

Issued: 03 June 2014

SUBJECT:
Civil Aircraft Conducting Aerial Work Operations

REFERENCE PUBLICATION(S):
UAE Civil Aviation Regulation CAR PART I
UAE Civil Aviation Regulation CAR PART III
UAE Civil Aviation Regulation CAR PART VI
Civil Aviation Law Article 6

CATEGORY:
Attention

REASON:
Conduct of aerial work operations in the UAE without GCAA authorisation.

APPLICABILITY:
All operators of civil aircraft conducting aerial work operations.

Description:
It was noticed that operators are unaware of the GCAA aerial work requirements. This has resulted in some operators conducting aerial work operations without prior authorisation from the GCAA.

This safety alert is issued to:

1. remind foreign operators intending to conduct aerial work operations to obtain the GCAA authorisation prior to commencing such activity as stated in UAE CARs and;

2. acquaint all authorised UAE operators for Aerial Work Operations with the security related processes.
Forms and processes:

1. Form [GTF-AWA-001](https://example.com/gtf-awa-001) is available on the GCAA website. This form needs to be filled by any operator of foreign civil aircraft intending to conduct aerial work operations within the territory of the UAE. The form is to be submitted to the GCAA Foreign Operators Affairs Department 15 workings days prior to commencing aerial work activity.

2. As per GCAA procedures, UAE operators authorised to conduct aerial work operations are required to obtain security clearance from the GCAA before commencing each aerial work flight.

Contacts:

- For Safety Approval:
  Foreign Operators Affairs
  FOA@gcaa.gov.ae

- For Security Approval:
  Intelligence and Threat Assessment
  ITA@gcaa.gov.ae